The optimal space complexity of consensus in asynchronous shared memory was an open problem for two decades. For a system of n processes, no algorithm using a sublinear number of registers is known. Up until very recently, the best known lower bound due to Fich, Herlihy, and Shavit was Ω( √ n) registers. Fich, Herlihy, and Shavit first proved their lower bound for the special case of the problem where processes are anonymous (i.e. they run the same algorithm) and then extended it to the general case. In this paper we close the gap for the anonymous case of the problem. We show that any consensus algorithm from read-write registers for anonymous processes that satisfies nondeterministic solo termination has to use Ω(n) registers in some execution. This implies an Ω(n) lower bound on the space complexity of deterministic obstruction-free and randomized wait-free consensus, matching the upper bound. We introduce new techniques for marshalling anonymous processes and their executions, in particular, the concepts of leader-follower pairs and reserving executions, that play a critical role in the lower bound argument and will hopefully be more generally applicable.
Introduction
The celebrated Fischer, Lynch and Paterson (FLP) [9] result proved that fundamental synchronization tasks including consensus and test-and-set are not solvable in a wait-free manner using read-write registers. However, the work of Ben-Or [4] shows that it is possible to circumvent FLP and obtain efficient distributed algorithms, if we allow probabilistic termination. It is also possible to solve these tasks deterministically, but in an obstruction-free manner; it is known how to convert any deterministic obstruction-free algorithm into a randomized wait-free algorithm against an oblivious adversary (see [10] ).
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B Rati Gelashvili gelash@mit.edu 1 MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, 32 Vassar Street, 32-G630, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA complexity of such an algorithm is defined as the maximum number of registers used in any execution. A lot of research has been dedicated to improving space complexity upper and lower bounds for canonical tasks. For test-andset, an Ω(log n) lower bound was shown in [14] . On the other hand, an O( √ n) deterministic obstruction-free upper bound was given in [10] . The final breakthrough was the recent obstruction-free algorithm designed by Giakkoupis et al. [11] , with O(log n) space complexity.
For consensus, randomized wait-free algorithms that work against a strong adversary and use O(n) read-write registers are long known [1, 2, 13] . Algorithms that solve consensus in a deterministic obstruction-free manner using O(n) registers are also known [5, 6, 12, 15] . A lower bound of Ω( √ n) by Fich et al. [8] first appeared in 1993. The proof is notorious for its technicality and utilizes a neat inductive combination of covering and valency arguments. Another version of the proof appeared in a textbook [3] . The authors of [8] conjectured a tight lower bound of Ω(n), but such a bound or a sublinear space algorithm remained elusive up until very recently, when Zhu showed a lower bound of n − 1 registers [16] . This has been improved to n in [7] .
For the intervening two decades, however, the linear lower bound had not been proven even in the restricted case, in a system where all processes are anonymous [8] . In such a system, processes have no identifiers and can be thought of as running the same code: all processes with the same input start in the same initial state, behave identically and remain in the same states until they read different values or observe different coin flip outcomes. A more precise definition is given later.
The authors of [8] introduced the notion of clones of processes, which has since become a standard tool for proving anonymous space lower bounds. They first showed the Ω( √ n) lower bound for anonymous processes, and then extended it to a much more complex argument for the general case. These lower bounds hold for consensus algorithms satisfying the nondeterministic solo termination property, which was also introduced in [8] . Any lower bound for algorithms satisfying the nondeterministic solo termination implies a lower bound for deterministic obstruction-free and randomized wait-free algorithms.
The linear upper bound holds for anonymous processes, as a number of deterministic obstruction-free consensus algorithms that use O(n) registers are anonymous [5, 12, 15] . In the algorithms of [15] , the processes are memoryless (do not use local memory), in addition to being anonymous, and exactly n registers are used. In this further restricted model, [15] also showed that n registers are actually necessary.
Contribution A conference version of this paper preceded the result of [16] and showed an Ω(n) lower bound in the anonymous case for consensus algorithms that satisfy nondeterministic solo termination. As in [3, 8] , the bound is for the worst-case space complexity of the algorithm, i.e. for the number of registers used in some execution, regardless of its actual probability.
Our argument relies heavily on the anonymity of the processes, and introduces specific techniques that we hope will be useful for future work. We design a class of executions, which we call reserving, and define a notion of valency which corresponds to the possible return values for these executions. We also extend the role of the clones of processes, by considering pairs of processes that can be split and reunited. This enables proving larger lower bounds by reusing the clones.
Definitions and notation
We consider the standard asynchronous shared-memory model with anonymous processes and atomic read-write registers. Processes take steps, where each step is either a shared-memory step or an internal step. There are no guarantees on when a process takes its next step. In fact, any process is allowed stop taking steps altogether.
A shared-memory step of a process is either a read or a write to some register. With an internal step, a process can make local nondeterministic choices, or return a value, after which the process takes no more steps. Naturally, the outcomes of nondeterministic choices influence the state of the process and its next steps.
A configuration is a collection of all process states and the contents of all registers, and describes the global state of the system. An execution is a sequence of steps by processes and a solo execution is an execution where all steps are taken by a single process. An execution starts in a configuration and leads to a configuration. We will use capital latin letters to denote configurations and lower case greek letters to denote executions, and we will refer to the configuration reached by an execution α that started in configuration C as the configuration Cα. Finally, an execution αβ simply stands for the execution α followed by the execution β.
Notice that, if a process p in state s makes a certain nondeterministic choice and ends up in state s , then, at any time, any process q that is in the same state s might make the same nondeterministic choice and also end up in state s . In this work, we will restrict our attention to executions where all processes in the same state make the same nondeterministic choices.
We will also only consider executions where any process, after a shared-memory step, immediately performs all subsequent internal steps, leading to a shared-memory step, unless it returns a value. Therefore, from now on, the term step will refer exclusively to a shared-memory step, and we will consider only process states in which the next step is a sharedmemory step.
In a system of anonymous processes, all processes with the same input start in the same state. If in some configuration, a process p in state s writes v to some register r and changes state to s , then in any configuration, any process q in the same state s will also write v to register r with its next step and change state to s . If in some configuration, a process p in state s reads v from register r and changes state to s , then in any configuration, any process q in state s will also read from the register r with its next step. Notice that the reads by p and q are in different configurations and might return different results. However, if q happens to read the value v, then it will also change its state to s . The above statements are true since, by our assumption, p and q make the same nondeterministic choices.
We say that a process p is covering a register r , if the next step of p is a write to r . A block write of a set of processes P to a set of covered registers R is a sequence of write steps by processes in P, where each step writes to a different register in R and all registers in R get written to.
A clone of a process p, exactly as in [3, 8] , is defined as another process with the same input as p, that shadows p by performing the same steps as p in lockstep, reading and writing the same values immediately after p, and remaining in the same state, until just before some write of p. Because the system consists of anonymous processes, in any execution with sufficiently many processes, for any write step of p, there always exists an alternative execution with a clone q that shadowed p until just before the write. In particular, in the alternative execution, process q covers the register and is about to write the value that p last wrote there. Moreover, the two executions with or without the clone covering the register are completely indistinguishable to all processes other than the clone itself.
In the binary consensus problem, each process starts with a binary input, 0 or 1, and is supposed to return a binary output. The correctness requirement is that all outputs must be the same and equal to the input of some process. We say that an execution decides 0 (or 1) if some process returns 0 (or 1, respectively) during this execution.
The wait-free termination requirement means that each process is supposed to eventually return an output within a finite number of its own steps, regardless of how the other processes are scheduled. The obstruction-free termination requirement means that any process that runs solo is supposed to eventually return an output within a finite number of steps, starting from each reachable configuration. In randomized algorithms, processes are allowed to flip random coins and decide their next steps accordingly. In this setting, the randomized wait-free termination requirement means that each process is supposed to eventually return an output within a finite number of its own steps with probability 1.
The FLP result shows that, in the asynchronous shared memory model with read-write registers, no deterministic algorithm can solve binary consensus in a wait-free way. However, it is possible to solve consensus both in a deterministic obstruction-free and randomized wait-free way. The nondeterministic solo termination property means that from each reachable configuration, for each process, there exists a finite solo execution by the process where it terminates and returns an output. We prove our lower bounds for binary consensus algorithms that satisfy the nondeterministic solo termination property, because both deterministic obstructionfree algorithms and randomized wait-free algorithms fall into this category.
The following two standard lemmas are key ingredients in our lower bound arguments. Lemma 1 (Indistinguishability Lemma) If a process p has the same state in two configurations C and D, and the contents of all registers are the same in both of these configurations, then every solo execution by p starting from C can have the same results starting from D.
Lemma 2 Let C be a reachable configuration by a consensus algorithm, such that some execution α returns 0 starting from C and some execution β returns 1 starting from C. Then, no process has returned in C.
Proof Suppose for contradiction that some process p has already returned a value v ∈ {0, 1} in C. If v = 0, consider the execution β starting from C that returns 1. If v = 1, consider the execution α starting from C that returns 0. In the resulting execution from the initial configuration both values are returned, violating consensus as the returned values must all be the same.
A square-root lower bound
To demonstrate our approach, we start by presenting a proof of the Ω( √ n) space lower bound in the anonymous setting. This is the same as the best known lower bound from [8] , but the inductive argument and the valency definition used are considerably different.
If there is a solo execution of some process that returns v ∈ {0, 1} starting from a configuration, then we call this configuration v-solo-deciding. Nondeterministic solo termination implies that every configuration is 0-solo-deciding or 1-solo-deciding. Note that the same configuration can be simultaneously 0-solo-deciding and 1-solo-deciding. We call such configurations solo-bivalent. Configurations which are not solo-bivalent are called solo-univalent. If a configuration is 0-solo-deciding, but not 1-solo-deciding (i.e. no solo execution from this configuration decides 1), then we call it 0solo-valent, meaning that the confriguration is solo-univalent with valency 0. Analogously, a configuration is 1-solo-valent if it is 1-solo-deciding but not 0-solo-deciding. Lemma 3 Consider a system of at least two processes. Then, in every solo-bivalent configuration, we can always find two distinct processes p and q, such that, from this configuration, there is a solo execution of p returning 0 and a solo execution of q returning 1.
Proof Either the configuration is solo-bivalent because of solo executions of distinct processes, in which case we are done, or two solo executions of some process p return different values. In this case it suffices to consider any terminating solo execution of another process q. Lemma 4 Consider a system of (r −1)r 2 + 2 anonymous processes for any r ≥ 0. Then, for any consensus algorithm that uses only atomic read-write registers and satisfies the nondeterministic solo termination property, there exists a configuration C r reachable by an execution ρ r with the following properties: -There is a set R of r registers, each of which has been written to during ρ r , and -the configuration C r is solo-bivalent.
Proof
The proof is by induction, with the base case r = 0.
Our system consists of two processes p and q, p starts with input 0, q starts with input 1, and C 0 is the initial configuration. The solo-bivalency of C 0 follows from Lemma 1 as process p cannot distinguish between C 0 and a configuration where both processes start with input 0. By nondeterministic solo termination, p has a terminating solo execution starting from this configuration. This execution is required to return 0. Thus, some solo execution of process p starting from C 0 returns 0. Analogously, some solo execution of process q starting from C 0 returns 1. Let us assume the induction hypothesis for some r and prove it for r + 1. We can reach a solo-bivalent configuration C r using (r −1)r 2 + 2 processes by an execution ρ r that writes to a set R of r registers. The goal is to use another set of r processes in order to write to a new register and extend C r to C r +1 .
From configuration C r , by Lemma 3, there exists a solo execution α by process p that returns 0 and a solo execution β of process q that returns 1. For each register in R, let us add a new clone of the process that last wrote to it. Let ρ r be the same execution as ρ r , except with r new clones, and let C r be the configuration reached by ρ r . Configuration C r is the same as C r , except for the new clones. In C r , each register in R is covered by a clone, poised to write the same value as present in the register in configuration C r .
Let us now apply a covering argument utilizing the clones. We know that process p returns 0 after ρ r α. During its solo execution α, process p has to write to a register outside of R. Otherwise, configurations C r and C r αγ are indistinguishable to process q. This is because the values in all registers are the same, and q is still in the same state as in C r . Hence, by Lemma 1, q can return 1 during ρ r αγβ as it would during ρ r β, contradicting the correctness of the consensus algorithm. Analogously, process q has to write outside of R during β. Let α = α w p α , where w p is the first write of p outside the set of registers R, and let β = β w q β , with w q being the first write outside of R. Let be the length of γβ w q and, for 0 ≤ i ≤ , let π i be the length i prefix of γβ w q .
Next, we use a valency argument to reach C r +1 . We show that either the configuration ρ r α γβ w q or ρ r α π i w p , for some i ∈ {1, . . . , } satisfies the properties necessary to be ρ r +1 . The number of processes used in ρ r +1 is (r −1)r 2 + 2 from rho r , plus the r clones that perform γ , which gives r (r +1) 2 + 2 as required. Moreover, we can find r + 1 registers that have been written to during ρ r +1 : the r registers in R and one more register written to by either w p or w q . Thus, we only need to show that one of the configurations C r α γβ w q , C r α π 0 w p , . . . , C r α π w p is solo-bivalent.
Assume the contrary. Then the configuration after ρ r α π 0 w p is solo-univalent. Moreover, since C r is the configuration reached by ρ r , π 0 is the empty execution, and p returns 0 in ρ r α w p α , the configuration C r α π 0 w p is actually 0solo-valent. On the other hand, the configuration reached by ρ r α γβ w q = ρ r α π must be 1-solo-valent. It is solo-univalent by the contradiction assumption and 1-solodeciding as q cannot distinguish between configurations C r and C r α γ , and thus by Lemma 1, the solo execution β of q can return 1 starting from C r α γβ w q as it can from C r β w q .
Because the configuration C r α π is 1-solo-valent, any terminating solo execution of process p from that configuration must also return 1. In particular, every terminating solo execution that starts by p performing its next step w p returns 1. So the configuration C r α π w p must be 1-solovalent: a terminating solo execution of p returns 1 and it is solo-univalent by the contradiction assumption for i = .
Therefore, configuration C r α π i w p is 0-solo-valent for i = 0 and 1-solo-valent for i = . Hence, there exists an i, such
o is either performed by process q or by the new clones as a part of block write γ . It cannot be a read or a write to the same register as w p writes to, since configurations X and Y would be indistinguishable to p. Hence, by Lemma 1, p could return the same output from both configurations. This would contradict the different solo-univalencies of X and Y .Therefore, steps w p and o commute. Let σ be a terminating solo execution from Y by the process f that performed o. Since Y is 1-solo-valent, f returns 1 after σ . Since w p and o commute, the configurations Xo and Y are indistinguishable to f . By Lemma 1, f returns 1 after the solo execution σ from configuration Xo. However, oσ is also a solo execution by f from X that returns 1, contradicting the 0-valency of X . The contradiction proves the induction step, completing our argument.
Notice that for n processes, Lemma 4 directly implies the existence of an execution where Ω( √ n) registers are written to, proving the desired lower bound.
Linear lower bound
Consider a system with n anonymous processes and an arbitrary correct consensus algorithm satisfying the nondeterministic solo termination property. We will assume that no execution of the algorithm uses n/14 − 1 registers and derive a contradiction.For notational convenience, let us define m to be n/14 − 2.
The argument in Lemma 4 in the previous section relies on a new set of clones in each iteration to overwrite the changes to the contents of the registers made during the inductive step. This is the primary reason why we only get an Ω( √ n) lower bound. As the authors of [8] also mention, to get a stronger lower bound we would instead have to reuse processes to overwrite the registers. However, after the overwriting, we cannot guarantee that processes would still cover various registers. Moreover, it is insufficient to simply cover registers with processes without any knowledge of what they are about to write. We start by introducing concepts that will be used to overcome these challenges.
Process pairs: the leader and the follower
To prove Lemma 4, we used clones that covered registers to overwrite these registers using a block-write, to reset their contents to be the same as in a previous configuration with known valency. In order to do something similar, but without using new clones, we will consider pairs of processes, consisting of a leader process and a follower process. The follower is a clone of the leader process and the pair remains in the same states and performs the same steps during the whole execution. Every process in the system will be either a leader or a follower in some pair.
Usually, when we schedule a leader to perform a step, its follower performs the same step immediately after the leader. In this case, we say that the pair perfomed the step. However, sometimes we will split the pair by having only the leader perform a write step and let the follower cover the register. We will explicitly say when this is the case. After we split the pair in such a way, we will delay scheduling the leader and the follower will remain poised to write to the covered register. Later, we will schedule the follower to write, effectively resetting the register to the value it had after the write by the leader. As the leader did not take any steps in the meanwhile, after the write the follower will again be in the same state as its leader. Hence, the pair of the leader and the follower will no longer be split, and will continue taking steps in lock-step as a pair. This is very different from the way clones were used in the proof of Lemma 4, because after the pair of the leader and its follower is united, it can be split again. Therefore, the same follower can reset the contents of registers written by its leader multiple times.
We call a split pair of a leader and a follower fresh as long as the register that the leader wrote to, and its follower is covering, has not been overwritten. After the register is overwritten, we call the split pair stale. In any configuration, there is at most one fresh split pair whose follower covers a particular register.
In addition, we also use cloning in a way similar to the proof of Lemma 4, except that we do this only a constant number of times, as opposed to r times, to reach the next configuration C r +1 . Moreover, each time we do this, we actually clone a pair, i.e. we create duplicates of both a leader and its follower. The new leader-follower pair is in the same state as the original pair, and from there on behaves as any other pair.
By definition, both the leader and the follower in unsplit pairs are in the same state. Therefore, we say that an unsplit pair covers a register when both the leader and the follower cover it and we say that an unsplit pair returns when both the leader and the follower return in two successive steps. A solo execution by an unsplit pair p is an execution containing an even number of steps, where the leader in pair p takes a step, immediately followed by exactly the same step of the follower in p. Thus, nondeterministic solo termination for the leader process implies nondeterminstic solo termination for the executions of the unsplit pair.
Reserving executions
Intuitively, reserving executions ensure that, for each register written to during an execution, some pair is reserved to cover it. We can use these pairs for covering in subsequent inductive configurations.
Definition 1 Let C be some configuration reachable by the algorithm, and let P be a set of at least m +1 unsplit pairs. We call an execution γ that starts from configuration C reserving from C by P if:
γ is a sequence of steps by pairs in P (first by the leader of the pair, immediately followed by the follower). -For each prefix γ of γ and for each register written to during γ , there is an unsplit pair p ∈ P that covers it in configuration Cγ . -If a pair p ∈ P returns during γ , then this happens during the last two steps of γ .
Notice that any reserving execution contains an even number of steps and any even-length prefix of a reserving execution is also a reserving execution. Let Res(C, P) be the set of all reserving executions from C by P that end with a pair p ∈ P returning. We first show that, given sufficiently many pairs, such an execution exists. This will be essential for defining valency based on reserving executions. Recall that we assumed a strict upper bound of m on the number of registers that can ever be written.
Lemma 5 For any reachable configuration C and any set P of at least m + 1 unsplit pairs that have not returned,
Res(C, P) = ∅.
Proof For a given C and P, we will prove the lemma by constructing a particular reserving execution γ that ends when some pair p ∈ P returns. We start with an empty γ and repeatedly extend it.
In the first stage, consider each pair p ∈ P, one at a time. By nondeterministic solo termination, there exists a solo execution by pair p where p returns. If this solo execution contains write steps, extend γ by the prefix of the execution before the first write, and consider the next pair in P. Otherwise, complete γ by extending it with the whole solo execution of p.
The first stage consists of extending the execution at most |P| times. Each time, we extend γ by a prefix of a finite solo execution of some pair p ∈ P. These steps are reads by leaders and followers of pairs in P, and therefore the constructed prefix of γ is reserving.
If some pair returns in the first stage, the construction of γ is complete. Otherwise, each pair in P is covering a register at the end of the first stage and we move on to the second stage.
In the second stage, the execution γ is extended by repeatedly doing the following two phases. We maintain the invariant that, at the beginning of the first phase each of the at least m + 1 pairs in P is covering a register.Let R be the set of registers covered by pairs in P. Since |R| ≤ m < |P|, we can find two pairs p, q ∈ P covering the same register in R. By nondeterministic solo termination, there exists a solo execution of pair p where p returns.If this solo execution contains a write to a register outside of R, extend γ by the prefix of the execution before this write.Note that p still covers a register, satisfying the invariant. Add this register to R. Then continue performing the first phase.Otherwise, complete γ by extending it with the whole solo execution of pair p.
In the second stage, each iteration extends γ by a finite number of steps. After each iteration, if the construction is not complete, the size of R increases by one. Because only m registers can ever be written, R always has size at most m. Thus, after at most m finite extensions, we will complete the construction of γ when some pair returns.
To see that γ is reserving, notice that all registers that were written to are in R. By construction, each register in R remains covered from the beginning of the second stage or when it is first added to R during the second stage.
The next lemma follows immediately from the definition of reserving executions.
Lemma 6 Consider a reachable configuration C, a set of at least m + 1 unsplit pairs P none of which have returned in C, and some unsplit pair p /
∈ P poised to perform a write w p in C. Let C be the configuration reached from C after the pair p performs w p (first the leader, then the follower). Moreover, assume that another unsplit pair q = p with q / ∈ P is covering the same register that w p writes to. If γ ∈ Res(C , P ), then w p w p γ is in Res(C, P ∪ {p} ∪ {q}).
New definition of valency
Here we define valency based on reserving executions. For a set of process pairs U , we say that a configuration C is 0reserving-deciding U , if there exists a subset of m + 1 unsplit pairs P ⊆ U ,and a reserving execution in Res(C, P) returning 0. We define 1-reserving-deciding U analogously. The next result immediately follows using Lemma 5.
Lemma 7
Let U contain at least m + 1 unsplit pairs that have not returned in configuration C. Then C is v-reservingdeciding U for at least one v ∈ {0, 1}.
A configuration that is both 0-reserving-deciding U and 1-reserving-deciding U is called reserving-bivalent U . Otherwise, the configuration is called reserving-univalent U .
If a configuration is 0-reserving-deciding U , but not 1reserving-deciding U (i.e. no reserving execution by m + 1 unsplit pairs in U starting from this configuration decides 1), then we call it 0-reserving-valent U . Analogously, a configuration is called 1-reserving-valent U if it is 1-reservingdeciding U , but not 0-reserving-deciding U .
The next lemma says that, from a reserving-bivalent configuration, there are reserving executions by disjoint sets of processes that decide different values.
Lemma 8 Let C be a reserving-bivalent U configuration for U a set of at least 3m +2 unsplit pairs. Then there are disjoint sets of m + 1 unsplit pairs P ⊆ U and Q ⊆ U , such that an execution in Res(C, P ) returns 0 and an execution in Res(C, Q ) returns 1.
Proof None of the pairs in U have already returned in configuration C, as that would contradict the existence of a reserving execution returning the other output. As C is reserving-bivalent U , there exist sets of m + 1 unsplit pairs P and Q, such that an execution in Res(C, P) returns 0 and an execution in Res(C, Q) returns 1. If P and Q do not intersect then we are done by setting P = P and Q = Q.
Otherwise, consider an arbitrary set H ⊆ U − P − Q of m + 1 unsplit pairs. If C is 0-reserving-deciding H , we set P = H and Q = Q, and if C is 1-reserving-deciding H , then we set P = P and Q = H . One of these cases holds due to Lemma 7, completing the proof.
The main proof
Consider any correct consensus algorithm satisfying nondeterministic solo termination in a system of anonymous processes, with the property that every execution uses at most m registers. We will restrict attention to executions in which the processes are partitioned into leader-follower pairs. Let 0 ≤ r ≤ m. Suppose there exists a set U containing 5m + 6 + 2r leader-follower pairs and a configuration C r that is reachable by an execution by pairs in U .
Consider configuration C r . Let R s denote the set of registers that are covered by the follower of a fresh split pair. Suppose that there are no stale split pairs. Suppose there is a set R c of r − |R s | other registers that are each covered by at least one unsplit pair. Let V consist of r leader-follower pairs covering the r registers in R c ∪ R s . In particular, all split pairs are in V . Finally, suppose that there are two disjoint sets of unsplit pairs P, Q ⊆ U − V , such that some execution α ∈ Res(C r , P) returns 0, some execution β ∈ Res(C r , Q) returns 1, and |P| + |Q| ≤ 2m + 4. Recall that by definition of reserving executions, in both α and β, all steps are taken as pairs -first the leader, then its follower, and the last two steps are some leader-follower returning the output. Notice that, by the existence of α and β, Lemma 2 implies that no process in U has returned in C r .
Let C 0 be an initial configuration that contains a set U of 5m + 6 leader-follower pairs, half of which have input 0 and half of which have input 1. Let R s , R c , and V be empty. Let P be a set of m + 1 pairs in U with input 0 and let Q be a set of m + 1 pairs in U with input 1. There are no split pairs in any initial configuration. By Lemma 5, Res(C 0 , P), Res(C 0 , Q) = ∅. Since all steps of executions in Res(C 0 , P) are by processes with input 0, all executions in Res(C 0 , P) return 0. Similarly, all executions in Res(C 0 , Q) return 1. Thus, it is possible to satisfy all the assumptions when r = 0.
We will construct a set U of 5m + 6 + 2(r + 1) leaderfollower pairs, a configuration C r +1 that is reachable by an execution by pairs in U , disjoint sets of registers R s and R c and disjoint sets of leader-follower pairs V , P , Q ⊆ U such that, in C r +1 , 1. R s is the set of registers that are covered by the follower of a fresh split pair (all of which are in V ), 2. one unsplit pair in V covers each register in R c , 3. |V | = |R s | + |R c | = r + 1, 4. some execution in Res(C r +1 , P ) returns 0, 5. some execution in Res(C r +1 , Q ) returns 1, 6. |P | + |Q | ≤ 2m + 4, and 7. there are no stale split pairs. The fourth and fifth properties and Lemma 2 implies that no process in U has returned in C r +1 .
We will construct an execution that starts in C r and reaches C r +1 . In U − U we have two more pairs available that have not taken steps and can be used to clone a leader-follower pair. Let T denote U − V − P − Q. Since |V | = r and |P| + |Q| ≤ 2m + 4, we have |T | ≥ 3m + 2 + r ≥ 3m + 2.
In C r , each register in R c is covered by some pair (both a leader and its follower) in V . Let γ c be a block write to all registers in R c by only the leaders but not the followers of the respective covering pairs, i.e. after each write we get a new fresh split pair. T contains at least 3m + 2 ≥ m + 1 pairs that have not returned in C r γ c , as no pair in T has returned in C r or taken a step in γ c . Thus, by Lemma 7, C r γ c is vreserving-deciding T for at least one v ∈ {0, 1}. Without loss of generality assume that C r γ c is 1-reserving-deciding T .
For any execution δ by processes not in V , we denote by W (δ) the set of registers written to during δ. In C r , each register in R s is covered by a follower of a split pair in V whose leader has already performed the write and is stopped. For any execution δ in which processes in V do not take steps, we define γ s (δ ) to be the block write to all registers in R s ∩ W (δ ) (registers written to during δ that are in R s ) by the respective followers of split pairs in V . After each write, another follower catches up with its leader and a previously split pair is united. So, if we run an execution δ from C r that changes the contents of some registers in R s , we can clean these changes up by executing γ s (δ ), which leads to all registers in R s having the same contents as in C r .
Using a crude covering argument we can show that
Lemma 9
The execution α must contain a write step outside R c ∪ R s .
Proof Assume the contrary. We know that the execution α starting from C r returns 0. Only processes in P take steps during α, P is disjoint from V and only processes in V take steps during γ c and γ s (α). T is disjoint from both P and V , and thus the configurations C r αγ s (α)γ c and C r γ c are indistinguishable to all processes in T . This is because no process in T has taken steps, the registers in R c ∪ R s contain the same values, and no other registers have been written to during α, γ s (α) or γ c . Configuration C r γ c is 1-reservingdeciding T , hence the same execution from Res(C r γ c , T ) that returns 1, also returns 1 when executed from C r αγ s (α)γ c . This contradicts the correctness of the consensus algorithm.
Let us write α = α w p w p α , where w p is the first write step to a register reg / ∈ (R c ∪ R s ), performed by some leaderfollower pair p ∈ P. Next, we prove the following technical lemma using case analysis:
Lemma 10 There are disjoint sets of registers R s , R c , disjoint sets of pairs V , P , Q ∈ U and an execution ρ starting from C r such that, in configuration C r ρ, the first six properties are satisfied. Furthermore, in C r ρ, each split fresh pair belongs to V and, for each split stale pair p ∈ U − V − P − Q , p was a fresh split pair in C r , neither the follower or the leader of p takes steps in ρ, and ρ includes a write to the register covered by the follower of p.
Proof In C r , all split pairs are in V , which is disjoint from T , so T does not contain any split pairs. T contains at least 3m + 2 ≥ m + 1 pairs that have not returned in C r α , as no pair in T has returned in C r or taken a step in α . Thus, by Lemma 7, C r α is v-reserving-deciding T for at least one v ∈ {0, 1}. This implies that C r α is either 1-reserving-deciding T , or 0-reserving-valent T . We consider these two cases.
Case 1: the configuration C r α is 1-reserving-deciding T : Let be the length of w p w p α and let π j be the prefix of w p w p α of length 2 j for 0 ≤ j ≤ /2. Hence, the difference between π j and π j+1 is the same step performed twice by a leader and a follower of a pair p ∈ P, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Pairs in P are not split in C r α , since V ∩ P = ∅, α is a prefix of α ∈ Res(C r , P) with even length, and, by assumption, all split pairs in C r are in V . We consider two further subcases. Case 1.1: for some 0 ≤ j ≤ /2, the configuration C r α π j is reserving-bivalent T : In this case, we let ρ be α π j . Since C r ρ is reserving-bivalent T and T contains at least 3m + 2 unsplit pairs, by Lemma 8, there are P ⊆ T and Q ⊆ T , with P ∩ Q = ∅ and |P | = |Q | = m + 1, such that an execution in Res(C r ρ, P ) returns 0 and an execution in Res(C r ρ, Q ) returns 1. Case 1.2: for every 0 ≤ i ≤ /2, the configuration C r α π i is reserving-univalent T : By assumption, C r α π 0 is 1reserving-deciding T , hence, it must be 1-reserving-valent T . On the other hand, α returns 0, so the configuration C r α π /2 must be 0-reserving-valent T . No intermediate configuration is bivalent, so we can find a configuration C r α π j that is 1reserving-valent T , while C r α π j+1 is 0-reserving-valent T , for some 0 ≤ j < /2. We let ρ be α π j .
Let oo be the steps by a leader-follower pair in P separating π j and π j+1 . o may not be a read, as no process in T could distinguish between the 1-reserving-valent T configuration C r α π j and the 0-reserving-valent T configuration C r α π j oo = C r α π j+1 .
Let Q be a set of any m + 1 pairs in T . By Lemma 5, Res(C r ρ, Q ) is non-empty and since C r ρ is 1-reservingvalent T , all executions in Res(C r ρ, Q ) return 1. Recall that U contains the pairs in U and an additional two leaderfollower pairs that have not taken any steps. Let us use these pairs p and p to clone the leader-follower pair performing the write step o. Both cloned leaders and followers will be in the same state as the leader and follower in the original pair performing o. The leader and follower in p are thus poised to perform write steps o identical to the step o at configuration C r ρ, and the leader and the follower in p are poised to perform o identical to o.
Let F be a set of m +1 pairs from T − Q . Recall that |T | ≥ 3m +2. Let P be F ∪{ p , p }, so |P | = m +3. By Lemma 5 and the fact that configuration C r απ j+1 is 0-reservingvalent T , there is a reserving execution ξ ∈ Res(C r απ j+1 , F) that returns 0.
The configuration C r ρo o is indistinguishable from C r απ j+1 to any pair in F, because they have not taken steps and the contents of all registers are the same. Thus, execution ξ from C r ρo o also returns 0 and o o ξ from C r ρ returns 0. Since p is poised to perform a write to the register o o wrote to, Lemma 6 implies o o ξ ∈ Res(C r απ j , P ) = Res(C r ρ, P ). By construction |P | + |Q | = 2m + 4 and P ∩ Q = ∅. The reason why we cloned two pairs instead of cloning one pair and using a pair from P that was poised to perform o is that we later require P , Q ⊆ T ∪ (U − U ), in order to ensure that P and Q are disjoint from V , constructed below.
In both subcases, the set R s is R s − W (ρ), i.e. the registers from R s that have not been written to during the execution ρ = α π j from C r . For each of these registers we still have the same pair from V split on it, and since this pair was fresh in C r and the register has not been written to during ρ, it is still fresh in C r ρ as required. There are no other fresh split pairs in C r ρ: no new split pairs were introduced during ρ, and the rest of the fresh pairs in C r were split on R s ∩ W (ρ). These pairs are no longer fresh in C r ρ, as the registers their followers cover were written to during ρ.
The set R c is simply
We must show that there is a leader-follower pair covering each of these registers in configuration C r ρ. For each register in R c , we take the same pair from V that was covering it in C r . For each register in (R s ∩W (ρ))∪{reg}, we find a pair from P covering it in C r ρ. Since α is a reserving execution from C r , all its prefixes of an even length including α π j are also reserving. Thus, in C r α π j = C r ρ, for each register that has been written to during ρ, in particular for registers in (R s ∩ W (ρ)) ∪ {reg}, there is an unsplit pair in P that covers it in configuration C r ρ. Technically, if j = 0, register reg is not yet written, but the next step in α is w p by a pair covering reg.
The set V ⊆ V ∪ P contains all r + 1 pairs we used to cover registers in R c ∪ R s = R c ∪ R s ∪ {reg}. Recall that, by our construction, P , Q ⊆ T ∪ (U − U ). Also, T was disjoint from V , P and Q, and so are the two pairs in U −U that had never taken steps before. Therefore, we have (P ∪ Q ) ∩ V = ∅ as required.
Case 2: the configuration C r α is 0-reserving-valent T : No processes in V take steps in α , and therefore γ s (α ) is well defined. In γ s (α ), each register in R s ∩ W (α ) is overwritten so that it has the value the register had in C r by the follower of the split pair in V that covered it. Hence, for all processes in T , configuration C r α γ s (α )γ c is indistinguishable from the 1-reserving-deciding T configuration C r γ c . This is because the processes in T have not taken steps (since T is disjoint from P ∪ V ) and the contents of all registers are the same in these configurations (since α contains writes only to registers in R c ∪ R s ).
Let us denote by the length of execution γ s (α )γ c and let σ j be the prefix of this execution of length j for 0 ≤ j ≤ . Notice that, unlike the previous case, where the difference between π j and π j+1 was a pair of identical steps by a leader and the follower, the difference between σ j and σ j+1 is exactly one step, by either a leader or a follower of some pair. By definition, each step in γ s (α ) is performed by a follower (uniting a previously split pair), while each step in γ c is performed by a leader (creating a new fresh split pair). This is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Case 2.1: for some 0 ≤ j ≤ , the configuration C r α σ j is reserving-bivalent T : We let ρ be α σ j . As in Case 1.1, C r ρ is reserving-bivalent T and |T | ≥ 3m + 2. Therefore, by Lemma 8, there are P ⊆ T and Q ⊆ T , with P ∩ Q = ∅ and |P | = |Q | = m + 1, such that an execution in Res(C r ρ, P ) returns 0 and an execution in Res(C r ρ, Q ) returns 1.
Case 2.2: for every 0 ≤ i ≤ , the configuration C r α σ i is reserving-univalent T : The configuration C r α σ 0 is 0reserving-valent T by the assumption. Since all writes in α are to registers in R c ∪ R s , γ s (α ) overwrites each register in W (α ) with the value it had in C r , and σ = γ s (α )γ c , the contents of all registers are the same in C r α σ and C r γ c . Moreover, the processes in T have not taken steps in α σ or γ c . Therefore, configuration C r α σ is indistinguishable from C r γ c to these processes. Since C r γ c is 1-reservingdeciding T , so is C r α σ .
No intermediate configuration is bivalent, so there is a configuration C r α σ j that is 0-reserving-valent T , while C r α σ j+1 is 1-reserving-valent T , for some 0 ≤ j < . We let ρ be α σ j .
We can construct P and Q in a very similar way to Case 1.2. If o is the step separating σ j and σ j+1 , o cannot be a read as no process in T could distinguish between the 0-reservingvalent T configuration C r α σ j and the 1-reserving-valent T configuration C r α σ j o = C r α σ j+1 . We use two pairs in U − U to clone leader-follower pairs p and p , both about to perform identical write steps o and o . We let P be a set of any m + 1 pairs in T and Q be a set of m + 3 pairs, with m + 1 pairs from T − P and the two cloned pairs. Then, by the same argument as in Case 1.2, P and Q satisfy all required properties.
In both subcases, the set R s is (R s − W (α )) ∪ (R c ∩ W (σ j )). It consists of registers from R s that were not written to during α and registers from R c that were written to during σ j (during the prefix of block write γ c that is a suffix of σ j ).
For each register in R s − W (α ), we still have the same pair from V split on it in configuration C r ρ as in C r . This split pair was fresh in C r and covered a register in R s that has not been written to during ρ = α σ j . Therefore, it is still fresh as required in C r ρ. Execution σ j may contain a prefix of γ c , during which only leaders but not the followers take steps and new fresh split pairs are created. These pairs are split on registers in R c ∩ W (σ j ). There is one newly split fresh pair for each of these registers. Fresh pairs that were split on R s ∩ W (α ) in C r are not fresh in C r ρ, as the registers covered by their followers were written to during α . Thus no other split pairs are fresh.
The set R c is (R c − W (σ j ))∪(R s ∩ W (α ))∪{reg}. Recall that α is a prefix of the reserving execution α ∈ Res(C r , P), so for each register in R s ∩W (α ) there is a covering pair from P in C r ρ. The register reg is covered by the leader-follower pair in P with the pending write w p . For each register in R c − W (σ j ), we take the pair from V that was covering it in C r . Neither leader nor follower in this pair have taken steps during ρ = α σ j and still cover the same register in C r ρ.
As in Case 1, the set V ⊆ V ∪ P contains all r + 1 pairs used to cover registers in R c ∪ R s = R c ∪ R s ∪ {reg}. Also, P , Q ⊆ T ∪(U −U ) and it follows that (P ∪ Q )∩(V ) = ∅.
In order to finish the proof, we need to get rid of any stale split pairs that exist in configuration C r ρ. There are no stale split pairs in C r , so any that exist in C r ρ are created during ρ. For each register in R s ∩ W (ρ), there is a split pair p ∈ V that was fresh in C r , but is stale in C r ρ, because the register covered by the follower of p was overwritten during ρ. Let Y be the set of these pairs. By Lemma 10, Y is disjoint from V ∪ P ∪ Q .
We now modify the execution ρ. For each pair p in Y let s be the first write step during ρ to the register the follower of p covers. We add a write step by the follower of p in execution ρ immediately before step s. This way, no process other than the follower may observe a difference, since the changes are promptly overwritten by s. The follower, meanwhile, catches up with the leader, hence, the pair is re-united.
Let ρ be the resulting execution and let C r +1 = C r ρ . Then C r +1 does not contain any stale split pairs, satisfying the seventh property. R s , R c , V , P , Q are defined according to Lemma 10. Since Y is disjoint from V ∪ P ∪ Q , C r +1 is indistinguishable from C r ρ for all processes in V ∪ P ∪ Q . Thus, the first six properties are also satisfied due to Lemma 10.
Theorem 1 In a system of n anonymous processes, any consensus algorithm satisfying non-deterministic solo termination must use n/14 − 1 registers.
Proof Suppose for the sake of contradiction that all executions use at most m = n/14 − 2 registers, where n is the number of anonymous processes. Then, by applying the construction described above m + 1 times, we can reach C m+1 starting from C 0 using 10m + 12 + 4m + 4 < n processes. In configuration C m+1 , there are m +1 registers in R c ∪ R s . Each register in R s has already been written to and each register in R c is covered by an unsplit pair of processes.
